Appendix C
Conceptual Site Plan
GENERAL STRIPING & SIGNING PLAN NOTES:

1. RT-1: Indicates federal highway standard sign type RT-1, size per plans shown on this sheet typical.
2. RT-2(D): Indicates federal highway standard sign type RT-2, size per plans shown on this sheet typical.
3. RT-2(S): Indicates federal highway standard sign type RT-2, size per plans shown on this sheet typical. Unless otherwise noted.
4. RT-2(S): Indicates federal highway standard sign type RT-2, size per plans shown on this sheet typical. Unless otherwise noted.
5. RT-2(S): Indicates federal highway standard sign type RT-2, size per plans shown on this sheet typical. Unless otherwise noted.
6. RT-2(S): Indicates federal highway standard sign type RT-2, size per plans shown on this sheet typical. Unless otherwise noted.
7. RT-2(S): Indicates federal highway standard sign type RT-2, size per plans shown on this sheet typical. Unless otherwise noted.
8. RT-2(S): Indicates federal highway standard sign type RT-2, size per plans shown on this sheet typical. Unless otherwise noted.
9. RT-2(S): Indicates federal highway standard sign type RT-2, size per plans shown on this sheet typical. Unless otherwise noted.
10. RT-2(S): Indicates federal highway standard sign type RT-2, size per plans shown on this sheet typical. Unless otherwise noted.
11. RT-2(S): Indicates federal highway standard sign type RT-2, size per plans shown on this sheet typical. Unless otherwise noted.

STRIPING & SIGNING CONSTRUCTION NOTES:

1. Remove existing striping and markers where occupied.
2. Replace existing paint markings with new as shown.
3. Remove existing signs and posts.
4. Install continuous crosswalk paint unless otherwise noted on plan, per City of Long Beach standard plan No. 200.
5. Install white non-reflective paint markings, type as noted on plan, per City of Long Beach standard plan No. 200.
6. Install double yellow line markings, type and color as noted on plan, per City of Long Beach standard plan No. 200.
7. Replace existing white line markings with type and color as noted on plan, per City of Long Beach standard plan No. 200.
8. Install solid yellow centerline striping with type O markers as noted on plan.
9. Install solid yellow centerline striping with type O markers as noted on plan.
10. Install striping with paint markers as required.
11. Remove existing paint markings as required.
12. Replace existing smooth black striping on this sheet as noted on plan, per City of Long Beach standard plan No. 200.
13. Replace existing crosswalk striping as required.
14. Replace existing smooth black striping on this sheet as noted on plan, per City of Long Beach standard plan No. 200.
15. Replace existing striping on this sheet as noted on plan, per City of Long Beach standard plan No. 200.
16. Install new signs on this sheet as noted on plan, per City of Long Beach standard plan No. 200.
17. Install new signs on this sheet as noted on plan, per City of Long Beach standard plan No. 200.